Project Description

Daily, millions of people use Post-it®. However, the most popular custody in the world is only one of many products from the 3M company group. Innovations - exactly 109,000 patents - are part of the company’s culture, and this should also be reflected in the new headquarters at the Langenthal railway station near Bern. Accordingly, the architectural office Marazzi + Paul combined contemporary design with the highest ecological and technological standards in a visionary office building. The office space for 300 employees from 30 countries is modern, open and flexible. Alfred Paul from Marazzi + Paul Architekten: “We wanted to create innovative spaces that perfectly support the new working and communication methods.” The focus is on transparency and communication. The circular MINO CIRCLE LED luminaires above the roofed inner courtyard support the open and bright atmosphere. An exemplary project regarding use of space, design and sustainability.
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